Spin-filter tunneling is a promising way to generate highly spin-polarized current, a key component for spintronics applications. In this paper we explore the tunneling conductance across the spin-filter material CoFe 2 O 4 interfaced with Au electrodes, a geometry which provides nearly perfect lattice matching at the CoFe 2 O 4 /Au(001) interface. Using density functional theory calculations we demonstrate that interface states play a decisive role in controlling the transport spin polarization in this tunnel junction. For a realistic CoFe 2 O 4 barrier thickness, we predict a tunneling spin polarization of about −60%. We show that this value is lower than what is expected based solely on considerations of the spin-polarized band structure of CoFe 2 O 4 , and therefore that these interface states can play a detrimental role. We argue that this is a rather general feature of ferrimagnetic ferrites and could make an important impact on spin-filter tunneling applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few decades spintronics has been one of the most active fields in condensed matter physics, mostly because of its vast potential for device applications. 1 The cornerstone of spintronics is the generation, injection, and transport of spin-polarized currents. The conventional approach is based on magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) in which two ferromagnetic electrodes are separated by a nonmagnetic insulating barrier. In MTJs the tunneling current depends on the relative magnetization orientation of the electrodes, an effect known as tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR). 2 An alternative approach is to use spin-filter tunneling where a ferromagnet (ferrimagnet) is used as a barrier in a tunnel junction with nonmagnetic electrodes. 3 Spin-filter tunneling relies on different probabilities for electrons with opposite spin to be transmitted through a spin-dependent energy barrier of the ferromagnetic (ferrimagnetic) insulator. The spin dependence of the energy barrier is due to the exchange splitting of the band structure, which leads to the conduction band minimum (CBM) and/or the valence band maximum (VBM) lying at different energies for majority-and minority-spin electrons. The tunneling transmission depends exponentially on the barrier height, and therefore the tunneling conductance is expected to be spin dependent.
Despite some promising early experiments on Eu chalcogenides, such as EuS, 4 EuSe, 5 and EuO, 6 demonstrating the potential of spin-filter tunneling using the Tedrow-Meservey technique, 7 3, 14 and more recently on the analysis of the complex band structure [15] [16] [17] [18] of the spin-filter material. [19] [20] [21] In the former, the spin-filter efficiency is entirely determined by the spin-dependent barrier height in the ferromagnetic insulator. The latter approach takes into account the realistic electronic structure of the bulk material, in particular, the orbital character and symmetry of the complex bands. Both approaches work, at best, in the limit of large barrier thickness, thereby neglecting any possible effects of the electrode/barrier interfaces. In particular, the presence of localized interface states is known to play a decisive role in spin-dependent tunneling. 22, 23 This question has yet to be addressed for spin-filter systems.
In this paper we employ density functional theory (DFT) calculations to explore spin filtering in a prototype Au/CoFe 2 O 4 /Au (001) tunnel junction. CoFe 2 O 4 (CFO) has a much narrower minority-spin band gap, 9 and hence strong spin filtering with a large negative spin polarization is expected for a large thickness of CFO. We demonstrate, however, that majority-spin states present at the CoFe 2 O 4 /Au interface can produce a sizable contribution to the tunneling conductance for reasonable barrier thicknesses (i.e., ∼2 nm), thereby reducing the spin polarization anticipated from the complex band structure of bulk CFO alone. We demonstrate that these interface states originate from native surface states of CFO. We argue that such interface states are a rather general feature of ferrimagnetic ferrites and will have an important impact on spin-filter tunneling.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We perform DFT calculations using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO (QE) package. 24 We use the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) according to the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formulation 25 with an energy cutoff of 500 eV for the plane-wave expansion and a k-point sampling of 6 × 6 × 4 (bulk CoFe 2 O 4 ) and 4 × 4 × 1 (heterostructure) for the selfconsistent calculations. Tunneling transmission through a CoFe 2 O 4 (CFO) barrier separating two semi-infinite leads of Au is calculated using the wave-function-matching formalism implemented for plane waves and pseudopotentials in the QE package. 26, 27 All calculations are performed with the Hubbard U correction, 28 which is necessary to accurately describe the insulating electronic structure of CFO. 29 We set U = 3 eV and J = 0 eV for the d orbitals of both Fe and Co, in accordance with a recent theoretical study. 21 Analysis of the complex band structure is achieved by constructing Wannier orbitals from the GGA + U band structure of bulk CFO (Ref. 30 ) and using standard tight-binding techniques thereafter.
III. RESULTS

A. Bulk CFO
CFO is a ferrimagnetic insulator with a bulk Curie temperature of 796 K. 9 The oxygen atoms form a face-centeredcubic (fcc) sublattice, with cation atoms distributed over tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated sites. CFO has an inverse spinel structure with F d3m symmetry with 56 atoms per cell. Fe atoms occupy all of the tetrahedral whereas the octahedral sites are randomly occupied by Co and Fe. 29 For a manageable computational cell we arrange the Co and Fe atoms on the octahedral sites in order to increase the symmetry of the cell. This allows a reduction in the size of the unit cell to a tetragonal cell of 28 atoms with space group Imma. In this geometry the calculated lattice parameters for the CFO are a = 5.91Å and c/a = 1.41.
The ground state of CFO is ferrimagnetic, where magnetic moments on octahedral sites are aligned parallel to one another, but antiparallel to the magnetic moments of Fe atoms at tetrahedral sites. The magnetic moments projected on individual atomic sites are 2.5μ B for Co, 4.0μ B for Fe at octahedral sites, and −3.9μ B for Fe at tetrahedral sites. There are also induced magnetic moments on O atoms: 0.05μ B per O in the CoO 2 planes and 0.15μ B per O in the FeO 2 planes. The total magnetic moment of CFO is 3.0μ B per formula unit, consistent with the expected formal electronic configurations of the transition-metal cations (Co 2+ and Fe 3+ both in their high-spin configurations) and the ferrimagnetic alignment.
Figure 1(b) shows the calculated local densities of states (LDOS) for the bulk CFO, and Fig. 2 (middle panel) shows the band structure of the bulk CFO in the →Z direction. We find that a band gap is about 0.8 eV, determined by minority-spin states, consistent with previous DFT + U calculations of CFO which reported band gaps in the range of 0.5-1 eV. 21, 29, 31 The exchange splitting of the CBM is ex = 0.9 eV, consistent with previously reported values in the range of 0.5-1.2 eV. 21, 29, 31 The VBM is predominantly composed of Co (hybridized with O) states, while the CBM in both spin channels is composed of Fe states. Thus, ex is almost entirely due to the splitting between the Fe states on the octahedral and tetrahedral sites, in agreement with recently published data.
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B. CFO surface and interface states
Figure 1(a) shows an Au/CFO/Au supercell used in our calculations. We construct the supercell by lattice matching (001) oriented fcc Au with bulk CFO, leading to a tensile strain on the Au of less than 1%. We assume a CoO 2 termination of the CFO (001) layer and place interfacial Au atop O atoms. The supercell contains 8 formula units of CFO plus an additional monolayer (ML) of Co 2 O 4 to ensure symmetric interface termination, resulting in nonstoichiometry of the CFO barrier. The structure is then fully optimized with a constrained in-plane lattice parameter of bulk CFO, a = 5.91Å.
The calculated LDOS for the Au/CFO/Au tunnel junction is shown in Fig. 1 for interfacial [Fig. 1(c) ] and middle [ Fig. 1(d) ] CFO layers. While the LDOS for the middle CFO layer closely resembles that of bulk [compare Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) ], the interface LDOS exhibits different behavior. 32 As is evident from Fig. 1(c) , interface states appear within the band gap of CFO for the majority-spin electrons, with a peak near the Fermi energy (E F ).
The CFO/Au interface states originate from native CFO (001) surface states, as confirmed from a separate calculation of a standalone CFO (001) slab with the same structure as in the supercell. The surface LDOS of this slab [ Fig. 1(e) ] displays surface states in the bulk gap for majority but not for minority spins. Details of the surface states are shown in Fig. 3 . In Figs. 3(a)-3(c) the k -resolved LDOS is plotted in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone (2D BZ) for the surface atomic layer in the CFO (001) slab, calculated for the majority spin at different energies (see the figure caption). Figure 3(d) shows the majority-spin density for the (001) CFO slab calculated by integrating the surface layer LDOS from E F to E F + 0.4 eV. The majority-spin surface states mostly consist of O-p x , O-p y , and Co-d xy orbitals, as shown in Fig. 3(d) and confirmed by additional calculations of the orbital contributions to the k -resolved LDOS (not shown). These states originate from the fact that, at the surface, the Co atoms lose their octahedral coordination due to one "missing" O atom at the apex. The octahedral crystal field in the bulk splits the Co d states into a low energy t 2g and higher energy e g manifold. Absence of the apex O atom at the surface further splits the e g states which make up the majority-spin VBM, lowering the d z 2 states and raising the d xy states. 33 The higher crystal field of the d xy orbitals leads to the formation of surface states. As seen in Fig. 3(d) , the structure consists of relatively well-separated parallel chains of CoO 2 oriented along the y direction, leading to larger dispersion along y than x and therefore giving rise to the twofold rotational symmetry seen in Figs. 3(a)-3(c) .
These majority-spin surface states survive at the Au/CFO interface, as can be seen in the k -resolved LDOS for the interfacial CFO layer, plotted in Fig. 4 . As seen from Fig. 4(a) , these states exhibit the same distinct stripelike features originating from the CFO surface states [compare Figs. 3(c) and 4(a)]. 34 We note that the interface states shown of Fig. 4 (a) are calculated at E F of the Au/CFO/Au tunnel junction, which is shifted by about 0.25 eV away from the VBM in the (001) CFO slab. The surface states shown in Fig. 3(c) are plotted at E F + 0.4 eV. The small energy difference is due to the slightly different nature of the LDOS at E F for the CFO surface and interface. These majority-spin interface states of CFO in the Au/CFO/Au tunnel junction have a significant effect on the tunneling conductance across CFO, as confirmed below.
C. Conductance of Au/CFO/Au tunnel junctions
We calculate the tunneling conductance by taking the Au/CFO/Au supercell as a scattering region and attaching it on both sides to semi-infinite fcc Au leads. The calculations are performed at zero bias using a uniform 60 × 60 k-point mesh in the 2D BZ. The calculated conductance per unit cell area is G ↑ = 0.11 × 10 −4 e 2 /h for majority-spin channels and G ↓ = 0.40 × 10 −4 e 2 /h for minority-spin channels, respectively. The spin polarization of the tunneling current is
The negative sign of P is consistent with the expectation following from the lower minority-spin band gap compared to the majority-spin band gap. seen in Fig. 4(a) as stripes for the interfacial CFO layer strongly decay away from the interface, however, even in the middle of the CFO barrier layer they do not completely vanish [ Fig. 4(b) ]. Moreover, a comparison of Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 4(b) indicates a clear correlation between the k -resolved conductance and LDOS profiles, both exhibiting maxima in the same area of the 2D BZ. The transmission distribution bears little resemblance, however, to the distribution of lowest decay rates for majority spins [ Fig. 5(c) ]. The latter are determined by the complex band structure shown in Fig. 2 for majority-spin (left panel) and minority-spin (right panel) electrons. We conclude, therefore, that the tunneling conductance of majority-spin electrons is, in fact, dominated by the interface states and therefore cannot be deduced by consideration of the complex band structure of CFO alone.
The conductance profile for the minority-spin electrons, on the other hand, is very reminiscent of the distribution of evanescent states in the band gap of CFO. This is due to the mismatch of the band symmetries for both majority-and minority-spin channels of Au and CFO, calculated for k x = k y = 0, along the [001] direction. In particular, for Au along this direction there is only one band crossing the Fermi level, with orbital contributions s, p z , and d z 2 . None of these orbital characters belong to the slowest decaying bands near the VBM of CFO, being primarily of p y and d xy orbital character for majority spin and d x 2 −y 2 and p y for minority spin.
The contribution of the majority-spin interface states is detrimental to the net spin polarization of the tunneling conductance. To see this, we return to the simpler description of the spin-filter effect based solely on the complex band structure (Fig. 2) where we assume featureless electrodes and perfect interface transmission functions. In this case the conductance for each spin channel is determined by G ∝ ∫ e −2κ(k )t d 2 k , where t is the thickness of the barrier, κ k is the calculated lowest decay rate at E F and k , as shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) , and the integral is over the entire 2D BZ. Using t = 1.9 nm and E F = VBM + 0.4 eV, we find a spin polarization of P = −80%. This is significantly larger than what is found from our full transport calculations, where interface states dominate the majority-spin channel.
The predicted effect of interface states on spin-polarized tunneling is not limited to the particular geometry of the tunnel junction considered above. We find that a terminating layer of the CFO (001) with a mixture of Fe and Co, as well as a purely FeO 2 terminating layer, both also lead to majority-spin interface states which produce similar detrimental effects on spin-polarized tunneling. One could expect a different behavior for Fe at tetrahedral sites comprising the interface; we find, however, that this termination is unstable.
Finally, we would like to mention the influence of defects in the tunneling barrier on spin-filter tunneling. Although this effect is not the subject of this paper, recent experiments have found a notable influence of oxygen vacancies 35 and other defects such as cationic disorder or antiphase boundaries 36 on the spin polarization of the tunneling current in the spin-filter experiments. Theoretical studies of this effect 37 would be very interesting to further elucidate critical factors affecting spinfiltering efficiency.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown that the spin polarization of the tunneling conductance in a Au/CoFe 2 O 4 /Au (001) tunnel junction is strongly affected by the majority-spin interface states, leading to a reduction in spin polarization as compared to expectations based on the spin-polarized band gap alone. Interface states are a general feature of the ferrimagnetic ferrites that are used as spin-filter barriers. Thus, the predicted effect has important implications for the design of spin-filter tunnel junctions, where the interface states need to be avoided to exploit the unspoiled spin filtering anticipated from the band structure of the bulk material.
